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Industry Overview

Credit card processing fees are incredibly complex. US Businesses are overcharged by $63 billion 

annually. Nearly all industries stand to benefit from a thorough merchant account audit.

•  Businesses overpay by an average of 25-35% on processing fees, across industries.

•  Business-to-business transactions tend to involve higher fees (as a result of errors and        

 overcharging) compared with business-to-consumer transactions.

•  This is due to numerous complex factors within the industry ... many of which are purposefully  

 designed to confuse, obscure, and misdirect.
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How can you know if you are being overcharged?
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Understanding Fee Statements

In order to identify any credit card processing fees on which you may be overcharged, you must 

be familiar with your merchant statement. This statement lists all fees related to your transactions 

for a given month, and is provided to you by your processor.

•  Total transaction volume for the month

•  Transactions grouped by card-type used

•  Total fees for the same or previous month

•  Fees broken down by type

•  Sometimes, they will also include the  

 calculations related to each fee type
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A Merchant Statement will typically include:
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Overall Effective Rate

Now that you are familiar with your statement, it is important to calculate and track your overall 

effective rate month over month. Your overall effective rate is: total fee amount divided by total 

transaction volume. But this can be tricky ...

•  Find the total transaction volume for the month

•  Deduct any third-party billing

•  Find the fee total related to the same month’s transactions

•  Divide fee total by transaction total 

•  Sometimes, fees listed on a statement are related to the  

 previous month’s transactions, so be sure to compare the  

 proper numbers

•  For B2B, your effective rate should be under 2.8%

•  For B2C, your effective rate should be under 2.2%
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Otherwise you are likely being overcharged ...
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Hidden Calculations

All merchant statements will include a fee total. But not all of them show how those fees are 

calculated. And since some fees are pass-throughs, many processors either do not have the 

resources or data to provide this level of detail. Often, this is where errors and overcharges hide.

•  Does your statement list each fee by type?

•  If so, are the fee rates listed?

•  Some statements appear to show the calculation, 

 but leave out the rates

•  Without this detail, it can be difficult to know if 

 you are paying the proper rate per fee type
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Spotting hidden calculations:
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Obscure Coding

Some statements list fee types but apply their own fee codes to each line item. This makes it nearly 

impossible to identify the nature of each fee.

•  If your statements list fee codes instead of descriptions,  

 those codes are typically based on the processor’s  

 internal coding system

•  Without insider knowledge or a key, it can be next to  

 impossible to identify what each code means

•  This prevents you from being able to verify that each  

 fee type is being calculated properly

•  Often this is an indication that you are being overcharged
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Deciphering obscure fee codes:
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Transparency at Last?

The clearest merchant statements will always include the rates and calculations showing you what 

you’re actually paying on a fee-by-fee basis. However, there is still some obscurity here. Even if the 

rate is shown, it may not be set properly.

•  For any given credit card transaction, there  

 can be numerous applicable fees

•  And for any given merchant account,  

 there are numerous fee-types, each with a set rate

•  But if you are being charged 2.67% and a $0.10  

 item charge for a specific card-type (such as Visa Infinite  

 or Mastercard World Merit), how do you know that those are the proper rates?

•  Identifying these kinds of errors requires deep industry expertise
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Fee rates explained:
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How to Optimize Your Account

Correcting all of the errors and overcharging within your merchant account requires deep 

expertise, mountains of industry benchmark data,  and a careful approach to making any necessary 

adjustments. As most accounting teams do not have this expertise in-house, nor do they have 

the time to add another complex project to their workload, it is recommended that you enlist a 

merchant account expert to handle this properly.

•  No need to switch processors (the work is done entirely on the back end)

•  Fees reduced 25-35% on average, and it is not uncommon to correct several million $s in overcharges

•  No expense: the project is entirely gain-share, paid after savings have been realized

•  No disruption to current business practices or customer experience

•  All of the work is done for you
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Merchant account audits:
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Client Relationships
Some of the wonderful clients that we serve.
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